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Introduction: 

Our goal for this project was to implement an inertial guidance system using MEMS 

accelerometers and a microcontroller. A model hovercraft was chosen as the vehicle to be controlled 

because we thought it would offer a stable platform for the accelerometers when used on a hard floor 

and would also experience only very minute accelerations, only as much as the thrust fans could 

provide. We split up our project into two parts. First we simulated the hovercraft and its control system 

using Simulink with Simechanics. The simulation allowed us to model the behavior of the system with a 

high level of accuracy. This step was very useful because it helped us to pick the right sensors and 

actuators for our project, and allowed us to implement the control system one part at a time and watch 

the effect it had on the hovercraft. After the model was complete, the control system could be reduced 

to C code, tested once more and then implemented on our microcontroller. Ultimately our control 

system code could not be implemented on our hovercrafts microprocessor because the processor could 

not handle the size and complexity of our program. We did consider it a success, however, that we 

created and tested the control system in the simulation, and created the physical hovercraft that input 

signals from our sensors and controlled our thrusters with PWM speed controllers.  

Hovercraft physical system: 

See Appendix 1 for a photo of our hovercraft. Our physical hovercraft was made mostly from 

half inch thick pink insulation foam. One hole in the center provides an area for our lift fan to blow air 

beneath the body, creating a cushion of air. The skirt was made of regular black plastic film from a trash 

bag. It was cut and sealed at the corners and pinned to the sides and bottom of the craft to create an 

inflatable ring around the craft that trapped the cushion of air. The skirt had passageways that opened 

up into the hover fan duct that keep it inflated.  Two AA 4 packs were mounted inside foam holders. The 

main board was mounted on a foam standoff. The accelerometer boards were mounted in MDF blocks 

which were bonded to aluminum blocks for added weight and attached to the hovercraft with two 

layers of extremely soft adhesive backed insulation foam to damp out vibrations.  

 The electrical system on our hovercraft contained the following parts: Two, two axis MEMS 

accelerometers with a range of +/- 2 G’s. These were mounted individually on two circuit boards that 

each contained a high precision dual op amp DIP package, and four trim pots, one for each zero 

adjusting and gain adjusting on each axis of each accelerometer. The signals from the accelerometers 

were brought to the main board which contained our HCS08 microcontroller. The inputs were 

connected to the analog to digital converter inputs on our microcontroller. The microcontroller only had 

two channels of PWM output, which is what we used for controlling our motors, so we dedicated one 

channel to each thrusting motor, and assigned a digital output for each direction of each motor. These 

six outputs went to the inputs of a quad AND gate to result in a PWM signal channel for each forward 

and back for our two thrusting motors. These signal outputs were fed into two H-bridge speed 

controllers that used high power transistors to PWM the power going to our thrust motors.  The block 

diagram is as follows: 

Electrical system block diagram: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simulation and control system design: 

 Inertial guidance systems are a common way of controlling an objects trajectory and position 

based on integrated acceleration data. The systems require information about the initial conditions of 

the craft, position, heading, velocity and acceleration (all assumed to be 0 in our case). With this 

information the system calculates a displacement and a direction for each time step and adds it to a 

running sum, thus keeping track of its position. This method of keeping track of an objects position 

requires no external inputs and can be very accurate when implemented with accurate sensors and fast 

computers. This kind of system is often used in guided missiles, aircraft and ships because it is 

impervious to any kind of external interference or jamming and does not rely on GPS data which can be 

interrupted.  The downside to calculating position this way is that any error that is measured from the 

accelerometers is integrated and is allowed to build up as time goes on. This means that the longer the 

integration has been running the lower the accuracy. Professional systems can keep very high accuracies 

over hundreds of miles without any external input from GPS, however some systems do use a GPS signal 

to zero out error as it builds up. Once a method of calculating a crafts position is implemented, whether 

it is corrected with an external signal or not, a closed loop feedback control system can be implemented 

to get the craft to hit is intended target, this is inertial guidance.  

 Our inertial guidance system uses the most sensitive accelerometers that were available to us 

within our budget. These sensors are able to accurately sense down to 0.0003 g’s of acceleration, 

sampled at rates up to 20000 times per second. Our simulation showed us that with resolution this high 

and a sample time of only 100Hz the error in our position integrations would not build up to significant 

levels for several minutes, long enough for our hovercraft to get near its target and turn off. The closed 
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loop control system we implemented to control the position included PID controllers to control forward 

thrust, heading, trajectory and speed. 

 Typically to do inertial guidance, acceleration in all six degrees of freedom of a body are sensed 

(x’’,y’’,z’’,αx, αy, αz). In order to simplify this system we first eliminated the third axis, and only 

concentrated on keeping track of our position in two dimensions. Further we decided to concern 

ourselves with only getting to know one type of MEMS accelerometer. We used two, two axis 

accelerometers placed at the front and back of our craft. The x and y axis accelerations were averaged 

to get the acceleration in the center of the craft, and simultaneously the x axis channels were 

differenced in order to get a signal proportional to angular acceleration about the center of the craft.  

The block diagram and functionalities of our simulated hovercraft and control system is shown 

in Appendix 2-4. Appendix 2 shows the entire closed loop control system we designed in using Simulink. 

This simulation was run with a discrete step size of 0.01 seconds, or at a rate of 100Hz to simulate it 

running on our microprocessor.  

The control system starts with the real system block, which is the Simechanics model for our 

hovercraft and allows us to input forces through actuators that closely resemble our thruster fans, and 

attach sensors that output local accelerations as felt on two different parts of the body. See Appendix 3 

to look under the “real system” block mask. The real system includes three things to make our model 

function more like our real system. On the signal input side, it has rate limiters and saturations, which 

control how quickly and to what maximum magnitude our thrusters respond to control input signals. On 

the output side there is a quantizer that closely approximates the resolution that we will be able to read 

with our ADC on our microchip. Outside this block all functions will be performed by the microcontroller. 

The first block after the real system block is the Integration block. This block takes the raw, local 

accelerations from the sensors and transforms them into usable signals that indicate our world position, 

world rotation, and world velocity. See Appendix 4 for a look under the mask. This block contains 

discrete integrators that use the forward Euler method of integration, or forward rectangular. This is not 

necessarily the best method of integration but our simulation has show it to have more than enough 

accuracy, and it will be the least processor intensive. Note the point rotation block that rotates the local 

acceleration signals about our calculated world rotation value before integrating them to find a world 

position. This block uses the following formula:  

 

This means that our microprocessor will have to include math libraries and be able to do floating point 

calculations in order to handle the trigonometric sine and cosine functions. This is what ultimately 

prevented us from implementing this control system on our microcontroller. 

 After world position, velocity, and rotation are calculated, several blocks then take the set point 

and use it to calculate error values based on our position. The values calculated are (from top to bottom 

on the right side in figure 2): The first block uses world rotation and world velocity to calculate the local 



component of velocity in the forward direction of the hovercraft. This is used for velocity control. Note 

that this cannot be take taken from the integration block because all position related accelerations are 

done after translation into world coordinates. The second block calculates the error between the angle 

of the crafts trajectory and the angle of the set point with respect to the crafts current position. The 

third block calculates the error between the blocks heading, or what direction it is facing, and the angle 

of the set point with respect to the crafts current position, and the distance the craft is away from the 

set point. These blocks use the functions atan2 and hypot to transform Cartesian coordinates for 

position and velocity into polar notation of an angle and a distance. They also contain a function we 

wrote to round down the rotation error to the minimum angle, this helps the craft to be able to circle 

the set point when it gets close without having to keep itself zeroed with respect to the running 

integration of its rotation with respect to where it started.  

 The errors calculated from the blocks go into 4 PID controllers that eventually feed back into the 

real system block that controls the actuators. There is one PID controller for each heading, trajectory, 

distance and velocity. The heading controller makes sure the craft is always trying to point itself toward 

the target, this helps because the craft can only ever thrust in the forward direction so it must always be 

pointing at the target. The trajectory controller attempts to make the trajectory vector point in the 

direction of the set point. This controller has a high gain so that it overcorrects in order to get the craft 

to change its trajectory. The velocity controller uses the y component of local velocity to keep the craft 

from going too fast. The reason we need velocity control is that if the craft is free to accelerate its speed 

will continue to go up because it has very little friction. This presents a problem when it comes time to 

slow down the craft because it would have to start slowing down at the halfway point between start and 

set point. Also, our thrusters work slightly better in the forward direction than the backward direction 

due to the propellers we used. The velocity control keeps the speed under a set value, so that its never 

going so fast it can’t stop in time to hit the set point. Finally there is a point and shoot condition block 

that prevents the thrusters from firing in the forward direction until the craft is pointed to within a 

certain distance of the set point.  

 The simulation was very valuable to our design process because it allowed us to tune the 

performance of the control system and change its architecture to suit our needs. Figure 5 and 6 show 

the virtual machine model of our simulation while it is running and an x-y graph of its position as it 

moves to a set point of (2,2) from the origin. 

 Once we were happy with the performance of our system the blocks were reduced into one set 

of Matlab  .m code that performed all the functionality of our system. This code was translated into c 

code and would be ready to implement in an embedded system that can handle fast floating point 

operations and trigonometric functions. The commented code is located in the appendix as Object 7.  

 

 Circuit Design and Selection: 

One of the main components in the design of our project was implementing an inertial guidance 

system. This called for the use of accelerometers, components that could perform multiple integrations, 



and a way to output a pulse-width modulated signal and direction to each of the thrust fans. A 

completely analog system using op-amps in an integrating configuration could theoretically be possible, 

but more than likely they would saturate due to the buildup of the integration term and be of very little 

use. Including a complex PID system using passive components like resistors, capacitors, and inductors 

would also be possible, but hard to implement and a hassle to reconfigure. User inputs to the controller, 

like a new target position, would also be complicated in analog. After considering analog options we 

realized that in order to implement the electronic control system on our hovercraft we needed to use an 

integrated microcontroller. 

Before ordering a microcontroller we had to determine what parameters would be required for 

successful operation of our project. First, the accelerometers were critical to the performance of our 

project and acted as the primary input to the controller. Since the accelerometers we chose had an 

analog output, the microcontroller would need to have on board analog to digital conversion, or ADC.  

The accuracy of our hovercraft would largely be related to the accuracy of our input sensors so a high 

resolution ADC would be required, at least ten bits per channel and at least four conversion channels 

would be needed. Second, it would have to be able to be programmed using our model control system. 

Our model control system was built in Simulink which has the ability to output code in a number of 

formats. While not critical, it would be very helpful to be able to communicate between our model in 

Simulink and the chip. More important was our ability to be able to program the chip and understand 

how it was operating so we could make changes as needed. Third, we knew that our position controller 

would be very computation intensive and fairly large in terms of code. The chip needed to be able to run 

at a high enough speed that it could perform the operations required and not have too much time 

between samples. Our initial estimates and calculations led us to believe that the chip would have to run 

our code faster than 100 Hz or error would build up quickly. Therefore, our processor would have to run 

around 8 MHz to be able to deal with all the code. Finally, the chip needed to have a way to output to 

the thruster and hover fans. Onboard pulse-width modulation would be very helpful in accomplishing 

this. 

Once all our desired specifications had been set we began looking for microcontrollers. The 

BASIC stamp used on the BOE-Bots was an obvious first choice since it was readily available and 

extremely easy to program. Unfortunately, it lacked the processing power, ADC, and memory 

capabilities we were looking for. The BASIC 2 stamp we were provided runs at approximately 4,000 

instructions per second. For our controller to run at 100 Hz we would only be able to give it 40 

instructions per cycle, far too few for us to implement our control system. Also, the lack of onboard ADC 

meant that we would need an external converter chip and a way to interface it with the microcontroller. 

The next thing we looked at were microcontrollers that were directly compatible to Simulink. One that 

was compatible was the Microchip dsPIC30F11. This 44 pin chip had the processing power, memory, 

inputs, and outputs we were looking for. Plus, it could be programmed in a number of formats using 

Microchip’s MPLAB. For these reasons we ordered that microcontroller.  

 

 



Microprocessor information and Code: 

Once we started working with the chip we quickly realized that it would be much harder to 

program than we originally thought. It was much more complex than writing simple commands in BASIC 

where the register values are coded by the program and all the complicated operations simplified. We 

went to the ECE department for assistance, but not many people had experience with Microchip brand 

controllers. They recommended and allowed us to borrow a Freescale HSC08QG and programmer. This 

chip could be programmed in C using Codewarrior, had eight channels of ten bit ADC, and included 

PWM output. This was a much better choice for an intermediate microcontroller. After some set up and 

experimentation we wrote a final program to run our model hovercraft. Version 17 of the code, with 

explanation, is shown below. 

 

/* 

ME 374 Final Project 

Hovercraft Code Version 17 

Andy Bower and Dave Petrillo 

April 21, 2008 

*/ 

 

These are the included modules that are used by the compiler to build the program. We had to include 

math.h to perform some of the more complex calculations like absolute value, trigonometric functions, 

and exponents that are used in the control system. 

 

 

/* Including used modules for compiling procedure */ 

#include "Cpu.h" 

/* Include shared modules, which are used for whole project */ 

#include "PE_Types.h" 

#include "PE_Error.h" 

#include "PE_Const.h" 

#include "IO_Map.h" 

#include "math.h" 

 

Like in all programming we had to declare what variables we would be using and then assign values to 

them. Most of the variables were declared as global since they were used within the main section of the 

program as well as external functions and look up tables. 

 

//Variable declarations 

 

//counters 

unsigned int z; 

unsigned int w; 

 

//acceleration variables 

short int x1; 



short int x2; 

short int y1; 

short int y2; 

 

//PWM return 

unsigned char look_upl(void); 

unsigned char look_upr(void); 

unsigned char PWMl = 0; 

unsigned char PWMr = 0; 

unsigned int l; 

unsigned int r; 

 

int left; 

int right; 

 

This is the main section of the program where commands are executed. By far the hardest part of 

writing the program was the device initialization. The output ports were relatively easy, but the ADC and 

PWM much more complicated since there we many more options. Every aspect of the port had to be 

declared.  Most of the device initialization was figured out from looking at the register values within the 

Codewarrior debugger and seeing what each one was responsible for. Note that the PWM timers are 

run off the bus clock and run independent of the speed that the program is running at. As set, the PWM 

runs at just under 1kHz while the program loops slower than that. 

 

//main code 

void main(void) 

{ 

 

 

//Initialization 

 

  /*** Processor Expert internal initialization. DON'T REMOVE THIS CODE!!! ***/ 

  PE_low_level_init(); 

  /*** End of Processor Expert internal initialization.                    ***/ 

 

//initialize portB - set B7, B6, B5, B4 to output 

PTBDD_PTBDD7 = 1; 

PTBDD_PTBDD6 = 1; 

PTBDD_PTBDD2 = 1; 

PTBDD_PTBDD4 = 1; 

PTBDD_PTBDD3 = 1;   //'on' LED 

 

// set outputs low 

PTBD_PTBD7 = 0; 

PTBD_PTBD6 = 0; 

PTBD_PTBD2 = 0; 

PTBD_PTBD4 = 0; 

PTBD_PTBD3 = 0; 

 



//initialize ADC 

ADCCFG_ADLPC =0;    // set high speed 

ADCCFG = 8;         // set 10 bit converstion 

ADCSC2_ADTRG = 0;   // set trigger 

ADCSC1_AIEN = 0;    // set interupt disable 

ADCSC1_ADCO = 0;    // set single conversion 

ADCCFG_ADLSMP = 1;   //long sample time 

 

//initialize PWM 

TPMSC_CLKSx = 1;    //bus is clock source 

TPMSC_PS = 4;       //prescaler = 16 

TPMMOD = 256;    //Modulo  

TPMC0SC_MS0x = 2;   //edge align PWM 

TPMC1SC_MS1x = 2;   //edge align PWM 

TPMC0SC_ELS0x = 2;  //high-true pulses 

TPMC1SC_ELS1x = 2;  //high-true pulses 

TPMSC_TOIE = 0;     //disable overflow interrupt 

TPMC1V = 0;         //initial PWM duty values are 0 

TPMC0V = 0;          

 

PTBD_PTBD3 = 1;     //turn on 'on' LED 

 

Here is the primary run loop for the program. After initialization, this section is loops repeatedly. It is 

responsible for sampling the ADC and storing the returned values to variables. Note that in between 

each ADC there is a delay with a while loop that runs once. This is to allow enough time for the ADC to 

sample and convert each channel before moving to the next one. We had issues with the returned 

values before this piece of code was implemented to add a slight delay between samples. After the ADC 

values are obtained, this loop can contain any of the previously mentioned control systems given the 

values of acceleration and outputting thrust values for “right” and “left” motors. Shown below is a very 

simple open loop system that sets the thrust to be proportional to acceleration seen by one of our 

accelerometers.  The x and y axes are used to create thrust forward and back corresponding to y axis 

acceleration and clockwise and counterclockwise thrust corresponding to x acceleration.  

 

//primary run loop 

do{ 

 

//timer to allow for ADC sample and conversion to occur 

  

 w = 0; 

  do{ 

    w++; 

  }while(w<1); 

   

 //ADC sample return  

  ADCSC1_ADCH = 5;    // select channel 

  y1 = ADCR;          // get value 

   

  w = 0; 



  do{ 

    w++; 

  }while(w<1); 

   

  ADCSC1_ADCH = 4; 

  y2 = ADCR; 

   

   w = 0; 

  do{ 

    w++; 

  }while(w<1); 

   

  ADCSC1_ADCH = 2; 

  x2 = ADCR; 

   

   w = 0; 

  do{ 

    w++; 

  }while(w<1); 

   

  ADCSC1_ADCH = 3; 

  x1 = ADCR; 

   

x1=x1-511; 

y1=y1-511;   

left = (y1 + x1)+511; 

right = (y1 - x1)+511;  

 

This section of code sets the output ports to correspond to forward or backward for each of the thruster 

motors based on the calculated values of left and right. It is imperative that the motor is not told it is 

going forward and backward at the same time or else the h-bridge powering the motor would burn out. 

Then the program checks a pair of look up tables to find what PWM duty value corresponds to the left 

and right values it has calculated. Finally, it updates the PWM duty values and loops back to the top. 

 

//forward/backward 

 

//left 

if (left >= 511){     //forward 

  PTBD_PTBD7 = 1; 

  PTBD_PTBD6 = 0; 

} 

else{ 

  PTBD_PTBD7 = 0;   //backward 

  PTBD_PTBD6 = 1; 

} 

 

//right 

if (right >= 511){ 



  PTBD_PTBD2 = 1; 

  PTBD_PTBD4 = 0; 

} 

else{ 

  PTBD_PTBD2 = 0; 

  PTBD_PTBD4 = 1; 

} 

 

 

//check look up table for corresponding PWM value 

look_upl(); 

look_upr(); 

 

//PWM value to PWM duty 

TPMC1V = PWMl; 

TPMC0V = PWMr; 

 

 

z++; 

 

 

//run for a while 

}while (z<=300000); 

 

 

} 

 

These are the look up tables for PWM values. The program goes here to check what duty cycle 

corresponds to the left and right values. Note that the duty cycle can go between 0 and 255, which is the 

size of the modulus defined above in the initialization. When the PWM duty value is set to 0 the output 

is off and when it is 255 the output is full. 

 

//look up table for PWM 

unsigned char look_upl(){ 

if ((left - 511)>=0){ 

  l = (left -511); 

} 

  else{ 

    l = (0-(left-511)); 

  } 

 

if(l>=0 && l<=49){ 

  PWMl = 0; 

} 

else if(l>=50 && l<=99){ 

  PWMl = 25; 

} 

else if(l>=100 && l<=149){ 



  PWMl = 50; 

} 

else if(l>=150 && l<=199){ 

  PWMl = 75; 

} 

else if(l>=200 && l<=249){ 

  PWMl = 100; 

} 

else if(l>=250 && l<=299){ 

  PWMl = 125; 

} 

else if(l>=300 && l<=349){ 

  PWMl = 150;    

} 

else if(l>=350 && l<=399){ 

  PWMl = 175; 

} 

else if(l>=400 && l<=449){ 

  PWMl = 254; 

} 

else if(l>=450){ 

  PWMl = 255; 

} 

 

 

return PWMl; 

} 

 

 

 

 

unsigned char look_upr(){ 

 

if ((right - 511)>=0){ 

  r = (right-511); 

} 

  else{ 

    r = (0-(right-511)); 

  } 

   

 

if(r>=0 && r<=49){ 

  PWMr = 0; 

} 

else if(r>=50 && r<=99){ 

  PWMr = 25; 

} 

else if(r>=100 && r<=149){ 



  PWMr = 50; 

} 

else if(r>=150 && r<=199){ 

  PWMr = 75; 

} 

else if(r>=200 && r<=249){ 

  PWMr = 100; 

} 

else if(r>=250 && r<=299){ 

  PWMr = 125; 

} 

else if(r>=300 && r<=349){ 

  PWMr = 150;    

} 

else if(r>=350 && r<=399){ 

  PWMr = 175; 

} 

else if(r>=400 && r<=449){ 

  PWMr = 254; 

} 

else if(r>=450){ 

  PWMr = 255; 

} 

 

 

return PWMr; 

} 

 

 

 This is the conclusion of the code. Once written, compiled, and built the code was loaded onto 

the microcontroller and tested. While still on the programmer board we could use FreeMaster to 

observe the value of the variables within our code. It had a scope feature that allowed us to display the 

value of our acceleration variables over time and see not only how they responded, but their range and 

sensitivity as well while the program was running. We included our accelerations and PWM values on 

the scope to see how they correlated. 
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Figure 2 

 
Simulink Simulation
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Real System Block 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 

 
Integration Block



Figure 5 

 
Virtual simulation of hovercraft in motion to setpoint 

 

 

Figure 6 

 
Path of hovercraft going to set point (2,2) 



Object 7 
// MUST #include <math.h> 
  
// GLOBAL Variables 
float left; 
float in1o; 
float in2o, in3o[2], in4o[2]; 
float D1o, D3o, D4o; 
  
// Funciton Definitions 
float hov_con_func_r(int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2); 
float hov_con_func_l(int fake); 
float minangle(float angle); 
float hypot(float a, float b); 
  
//These need to be defined once as initial, outside of the main loop. 
in1=0; 
in2=0; 
in3[0]=0; 
in3[1]=0; 
in4[0]=0; 
in4[1]=0; 
D1=0; 
D2=0; 
D3=0; 
  
  
//This is how you call the functions, it goes in the loop x's and y's must be 
definied by ADC in the loop already. 
  
right[0]=hov_con_func_r(x1[0], y1[0], x2[0], y2[0]); 
left[0]=hov_con_func_l(0); 
  
//Functions explained 
float hypot(float a, float b) 
{ 
    return sqrt(a*a+b*b); 
} 
  
float minangle(float angle) 
{ 
    if (angle>=3.14159){ 
   
    angle=-((floor((angle-3.14159)/(6.28318))+1)*(6.28318)-angle); 
} 
     
else if (angle<=-3.14159){ 
   
    angle=(floor((angle+3.14159)/(-6.28318))+1)*(6.28318)+angle; 
} 
    return angle; 
} 
  
float hov_con_func_r(int x1,int y1,int x2, int y2) 



{ 
  
float mintheta_err, vmintheta_err; 
float PID2, PID3, PID4; 
float in1, in2, in3[2], in4[2], D1, D3, D4; 
  
x1=(x1-511); 
x2=(x2-511); 
y1=(y1-511); 
y2=(y2-511); 
  
//double integration of alpha: 
in1o = in1+.01*(x1-x2)*1.31233; 
in2o = in2+.01*in1o/200; 
//wtheta = -in2o; 
  
//double integration of world acceleration 
in3o[0]= in3[0]+0.01*((cos(in2o)*(x1+x2)/2)-(sin(in2o)*(y1+y2)/2))/200; 
in3o[1]= in3[1]+0.01*((sin(in2o)*(x1+x2)/2)+(cos(in2o)*(y1+y2)/2))/200; 
  
in4o[0] = in4[0]+0.01*in3o[0]; 
in4o[1] = in4[1]+0.01*in3o[1]; 
  
//This calculates minimum angle of theta_err 
mintheta_err = minangle((-in2o-atan2((2-in4o[0]),(2-in4o[1])))); 
  
//this calculates the minimum angle of vtheta_err 
//the first if block enables trajectory control only above a certain velocity 
vmintheta_err=minangle((atan2(in3o[0],in3o[1])-atan2((2-in4o[0]),(2-
in4o[1])))); 
     
if (hypot(in3o[0],in3o[1]) < .2){ 
vmintheta_err=0; 
} 
  
  
//PID1 
// KP1=1; 
// KI1=0; 
// KD1=4; 
  
D1o=hypot((2-in4o[0]),(2-in4o[1])); 
  
PID2=D1o+(4*D1o/.01-4*D1/.01); 
  
//PID3 
// KP3=3; 
// KI3=0; 
// KD3=1; 
D3o=vmintheta_err; 
PID3=3*vmintheta_err+(1*vmintheta_err/.01-1*D3/.01); 
  
// Maximum Velocity 
if (PID2>.5){ 



   PID2=.5; 
} 
  
//vlocalz is the z component of local velocity  
PID2=PID2-(sin(-in2o)*in3o[0]+cos(-in2o)*in3o[1]); 
  
// Max Thrust 
if (PID2>.1){ 
   
    PID2=.1; 
} 
if (PID2<-.1){ 
   
    PID2=-.1; 
} 
  
//PID4 
// KP4=2; 
// KI4=0; 
// KD4=4; 
D4o=mintheta_err; 
PID4=2*mintheta_err+(4*mintheta_err/.01-4*D4/.01); 
  
//This block points the hovercraft in the correct direction before thrusting 
if (mintheta_err<0) 
{ 
    mintheta_err=-mintheta_err; 
} 
if (D1o > 2.5) 
{ 
 if ( mintheta_err > .1 ) 
{   
   PID2= 0; 
}    
} 
  
//velocity vector rotation correction 
if (PID2<0){  
   PID3=-PID3; 
} 
//Defining this states outputs as the next states inputs 
in1=in1o; 
in2=in2o; 
in3[0]=in3o[0]; 
in3[1]=in3o[1]; 
in4[0]=in4o[0]; 
in4[1]=in4o[1]; 
D1=D1o; 
D3=D3o; 
D4=D4o; 
  
// right=PID2+PID3+PID4; 
left=PID2-(PID4+PID3); 
  
return PID2+PID4+PID3; 



} 
  
float hov_con_func_l(int fake) 
{ 
    return left; 
} 
 
 


